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There are strong arguments for incorporating a record system that allows pupils to contribute to
their own assessment and many schools will have ‘I Can’ systems that relate back to the scheme
of work objectives. Once again it should be stressed that the value of such systems derives from
their contribution to the child’s understanding of the learning situation and to the steps that
follow. Children should be allowed to contribute to their own understanding of ICT as a subject
through self-evaluation, but in order for this to be effective it has to be integrated within an ethos
of assessment for learning principles. This means that learning objectives have to be explicit in
order for children to understand the criteria against which they may record their own progress. If
colleagues already practise some form of self-report within record-keeping procedures then you
should review the effectiveness of such systems. Do pupils’ comments reflect learning objectives
and suggest real understanding? Is peer comment encouraged and integrated? Do pupil entries
lead to some real evaluation and conclusion regarding what has been learnt?
At worst, records are presented as the whole of a school’s systems for assessment instead of simply
being a part of that system. Also, there is no need for this to be a paper record. Many of the multitude of ‘I Can’ systems could easily be adapted within digital slides so that pupils can drag and drop
statements or symbols onto appropriate learning objectives to indicate progress. The whole system
could build into their own slideshow which could be stored on the school server or ‘ultimately’
online as part of an E-portfolio that may be accessed by parents at home (Figure 9.1).
Figure 9.1 Exemplar I Can electronic record
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